MWA ARBORICULTURE LIMITED

Harlow Town Park

Trees & Development—Site Supervision
Whilst it is never ideal to get involved
with projects half way through, we
were pleased to assist our client with
the delivery of regular site
supervision/trouble-shooting for a
contract involving the installation of
new pedestrian walk-ways within the
RPA’s (Root Protection Area’s) of
high value trees within Harlow Town
Park.
Overseeing the installation of ‘No-

Issue Highlights

Dig’ surfaces within the RPA’s of
mature oaks required the use of treespecific method statements to ensure
an absolute minimum of disturbance
to the trees roots and rooting
environment.
After several months work, it was a
pleasure to see the final sections
signed-off with the client rightly
pleased with the excellent work of the
main contractor.

1APP—Seven Years On
On 1st October 2008 important changes concerning Tree Preservation Order
(TPO) regulations were brought into
force... (Continued on Page 2)

ENTER OUR COMPETITION FOR YOUR CHANCE
TO WIN A £10 AMAZON VOUCHER...
Who was said to have used the famous tree ‘The Major
Oak’ within Sherwood Forest as a hiding place?
For your chance to win a free Amazon voucher simply email your answer to
the above question to office@mwaarboriculture.co.uk or enter online at:
http://www.mwaarboriculture.co.uk/portfolio-item/januarycompetition/

Tree Safety
With recent storms populating the
media headlines, tree owners and
estate managers should be confident
that their... (Continued on Page 3)
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In the spotlight...Caitlyn gives her views on starting an apprenticeship with MWA.
“I am completing a Level 3 NVQ Diploma in Business Administration which will guide me
through obtaining the skills needed in a busy office environment like at MWA. The main
focuses that my course covers are communicating in a business environment and
managing personal and professional development. These are staples in the business
environment as they involve components of negotiation, executing presentations and
presenting bespoke documents such as reports for MWA.
I have monthly meetings and progress reviews with my Assessor which helps me stay on
track with my work and enables me to forecast future deadlines. I can fit most course
work in with my MWA job seamlessly as I find that reports and presentations I create
can be used as evidence for my course in many different units. My work is also
benefitting from my course learning as I am now able to produce analytical reports on performance and suggest
improvements by scrutinising data produced. My assessor can also grade me on feedback that my manager gives
which is beneficial as I get to hear valuable feedback on all of my work simultaneously.
Looking forward into my career with MWA I believe that my Diploma in Business Administration has set me up for
more learning and development within my occupation. The course has allowed me to achieve qualifications through
the work I do on a day-to-day basis and also given me a set of skills unique to administration which I believe I will use
to progress in the future. The skills I have obtained already range from being able to select the correct communication
tools for an audience i.e. client, customer etc. to analysing the validity of personal and professional development
trends. The course has given me confidence that I can really learn and apply valuable knowledge to my job role within
MWA.”

Issue Highlight— 1APP—Seven Years On
On 1st October 2008 important changes concerning
Tree Preservation Order (TPO) regulations were
brought into force requiring the use of a revised (1 APP)
application form and submission of supporting
technical information.
Importantly, for those involved with tree related
subsidence mitigation, the new regulations more
clearly defined the essential components of an
application for works to a TPO tree implicated in
subsidence damage. Without every box ticked, LPA’s
could refuse to register.
So, is the 1App viewed as a success with the arboricultural industry? It really should be and given the regulations
correct insistence on the supply of level monitoring, we see LPA’s issuing timely and correct decisions avoiding the
potential for wrong trees to be implicated.
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We think our clients are the
best advocates for our
work…..
“Thank you for your prompt
turnaround and
comprehensive report. We
can go ahead with the
purchase of our dream
home reassured by your
findings. We will also be
going ahead with your
recommendations to
remove two trees which will
improve the light and view
at the front of our new
home. “
Mrs Bulmer— Mortgage
Report ( December 2015)

“Thank-you MWA for your
help in turning this report
around so quickly. The
overall look is very
professional & the content it
thorough. I will be
recommending you to me
colleagues and we will be
speaking very shortly! “
Mr Brook— BS5837 Survey
(January 2016)

Issue Highlight— Tree Safety—The Legal Duty of Care
With recent storms populating media
headlines, tree owners and managers
should be confident that their
procedures and tree inspection regimes
are sufficiently robust should the worst
ever happen.

If a discoverable defect exists, any
resulting structural failure could be
deemed to be foreseeable in a legal
sense with liability for any
consequences attached. The golden
rules for tree owners/managers are:

Managing the risk posed by tree
populations of all sizes requires
experience and the confident zoning of
properties in terms of their usage.
Some trees require no more than a
brief visual assessment as part of a
gross-defect survey. Others really do
demand time is taken to systematically
assess their structural and biological
condition from the ground up.



Develop a tree risk management
policy



Appraisal of trees on no more than
a 3 year cycle (gross-defect walkover survey)



Use an appropriately experienced
and qualified consultant



Maintain survey and tree
management records

December saw the return of the annual ‘MWA Dance Off Competition’ at the Christmas night out at Slaley Hall.
The votes are currently being recounted after some slightly questionable moonwalking & tiger feet!
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The Land Registry &
how we use it
The Land Registry are responsible for keeping and
maintaining a register of over 24 million titles for land &
property in England and Wales. We are often faced with
trying to identify owners of land and the Land Registry is
a fantastic tool to assist us.
For land which is registered we are able to purchase a
copy of the Title Register & Plan. The Title Register
provides a range of details including the owners name
and their addresses, the date of purchase, the purchase
price, details of rights of access, covenants and any
restrictions. The Title Plan shows the land and/or
property that is included on the register in a clear red
outline. It can also include coloured sections which can
show rights of way and covenants referred to in the
register.

An additional feature of the Land Registry online is Map
Search which can be used to identify whether land is
registered.
If you have a land ownership query please call a member
of our team on 0800 612 9452 to find out how we can
help you.
FUN FACT: At the peak of the
property boom in 2007, £1 million
worth of property was processed
through the Land Registry every
minute in England and Wales.

Examination Success! CERT CILA Award for MWA Staff
Congratulations to Becky Stewart who successfully completed her final exam & is now a
Certificate member of the Chartered Institute of Loss Adjustors.

Contact us FREE on:

0800 612 9452
office@mwaarboriculture.co.uk
www.mwaarboriculture.co.uk
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